Abstract: Although Jainism has been largely absent from discourses in bioethics and religion, its rich account of life, nonviolence, and contextual ethical response has much to offer the discussion within and beyond the Jain community. In this essay, I explore three possible reasons for this discursive absence, followed by an analysis of medical treatment in the Jain tradition-from rare accommodations in canonical texts to increasing acceptance in the post-canonical period, up to the present. I argue that the nonviolent restraint required by the ideal of ahim . sā is accompanied by applied tools of carefulness (apramatta) that enable the evolution of medicine. These applied tools are derived from the earliest canonical strata and offer a distinct contribution to current bioethical discourses, demanding a more robust account of: (1) pervasive life forms; (2) desires and aversions that motivate behavior; (3) direct and indirect modes of harm; and (4) efforts to reduce harm in one's given context. I conclude by examining these tools of carefulness briefly in light of contemporary Jain attitudes toward reproductive ethics, such as abortion and in vitro fertilization.
Introduction
The ancient Indian tradition of Jainism is notably absent from contemporary discourses in religion and medical bioethics despite its historical emphasis on ethical action, its exhaustive account of life forms, and its rich history of medicine from antiquity to the present. In this article, I describe three areas of ethical resonance between Jainism and medical bioethics, and three possible reasons for the lack of Jain engagement with this emerging field. In light of this gap, I analyze the under-examined canonical concept of "carefulness" that contributed to the gradual development of Jain medicine, a concept that might also function today as an applied Jain ethical framework. An ethics of carefulness, I argue, aims toward the Jain ideal of ahim . sā, or nonviolent restraint, while offering four distinct applied tools for bioethical discourses and decision-making for Jains and non-Jains alike. Drawing upon portions of my forthcoming co-authored book Insistent Life: Foundations for Bioethics in Jainism (Donaldson and Bajželj 2019) , I conclude by examining a small portion of a survey we conducted with international Jain medical professionals regarding their views on contemporary bioethical issues. I explore survey attitudes toward reproductive dilemmas in abortion and in vitro fertilization in order to evaluate how an "ethics of carefulness" might function in future discourses between Jainism and bioethics.
Bioethics and Religion
Bioethics began as a formal discipline in the U.S. in the late 1960s and early 70s, and was pivotally shaped by Judeo-Christian religious ideals from its inception. Protestant Paul Ramsey, Catholic theologian Richard McCormick, and Jewish theologian Immanuel Jakobovits were but a few of the visible figures who applied their respective traditions' insights on life, death, suffering, and justice, to craft an interdisciplinary field grappling with moral issues in medicine. These issues included establishing informed consent guidelines after several research violations came to light, such as the 40-year Tuskegee syphilis experiment on African American sharecroppers in which researchers failed to provide penicillin to participants after it became a known curative in the 1940s, continuing the study until 1972. Additionally, life sustaining technology, such as the positive pressure ventilator, created new dilemmas surrounding the definition of death and generated questions of resource allocation. For example, is it ethical to spend one million healthcare dollars on life support for a single newborn, or to utilize those funds to immunize an entire neighborhood of children? Religious ethicists were key members of early governmental policy committees that issued federal reports and guidelines for human research subjects, foregoing life-sustaining treatment, health care access, and the definition of death. Religious authors wrote academic literature 2 and helped initiate organizations that would later become the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at Georgetown University and the Hastings Center in New York.
Non-western traditions began to engage the field of western bioethics in the 1990s. The Dalai Lama was a key figure in opening dialog between Buddhist philosophy of mind and western scientists in a series of publicized conversations beginning in 1989. Many books exist today on Buddhist social or ecological ethics but only a few address bioethics, such as Damien Keown's Buddhism and Bioethics (1995) or Peter Harvey's Buddhist Ethics (2000) . Likewise, Hindu bioethics has modest representation with two notable titles: Cromwell Crawford's Hindu Bioethics (2003) and Swasti Bhattacarya's Magical Progeny, Modern Technology (2006) , examining Hindu views of reproduction.
There are no books specifically exploring Jain philosophy in relation to western medical bioethics, leaving a gap in both bioethics and religion, as well as Jain studies. Substantive writings exist on Jain ethics, generally (Bhargava 1968; Williams 1991; Sethia 2004) , as well as Jain ecology (Chapple 2002; Rankin 2018; Jain 2010 ), but bioethics is treated minimally in only a few academic articles, chapters, and online reflections by Jain practitioners.
A Gap in the Field: A Lack of Jain Engagement in Medical Bioethics
The absence of a comparative text on Jainism and medical bioethics is notable since Jainism shares three distinct points of resonance with the field. The first point of resonance is that Jainism emerged from a community centered on ethical practice. Jains consider their tradition to be eternal. There is no founder, but a series of 24 Tīrthaṅkaras, meaning teachers who made a tīrtha, or pathway, across the cycle of birth, death, and rebirth, known as sam . sāra. 3 The last two of these teachers are historical persons who oversaw a fourfold community of monks and nuns (or "mendicants"), as well as lay men and lay women: the 23rd teacher Pārśvanātha lived approximately in the 9th century BCE, and the 24th and last teacher of this time cycle, Mahāvīra, lived in the 5th-6th century BCE. 4 Mahāvīra was an elder contemporary of the Buddha. What we now call Jainism and Buddhism emerged from the influence of non-Vedic renunciate groups in the Ganges plain known asśraman . a, meaning "to strive or exert," referring to those communities who believed that rigorous action and ethical restraints-rather than Vedic ritual or sacrifice-provided a means to liberation that was open to all.
Mahāvīra centered his community on five vows: non-harm (ahim . sā), followed by truthfulness (satya), taking only what is given freely, referring especially to food for mendicants (asteya), celibacy Figure 1. Survey question: "X informs my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources" (n = 42). This graph is a composite of three questions. (1) "Clinical experience informs my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; (2) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; and (3) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources".
At the same time, the majority of respondents agreed (44%, n = 35) or strongly agreed (36%) that the Jain vow of nonviolence shaped their professional decision-making in a healthcare context (Figure 2 ). (1) "Clinical experience informs my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; (2) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; and (3) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources". 6 I served on the steering committee for the 2012 International Jain Bioethics Conference (24-25 August 2012), in Claremont, California, see Dilip Shah, "First Ever International Jain Bioethics Conference," Institute of Jainology, https://www.jainology. org/jain-bioethics-conference/. See also, the 2017 National Seminar: Engaging Jainism With Modern Issues (24-26 February 2017) at Jain Vishva Bharati Institute, Ladnun (summary available at "BMIRC National Seminar" at HereNow4U, http://www.herenow4u.net/index.php?id=123357).
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The Gyan Sagar Science Foundation (GSSF), for example, was started in 2009 by 41 founding Jain scientists in India for the purposes of "bridging science and society" ("Gyan Sagar" at HereNow4U, http://www.herenow4u.net/index.php? id=110933). In addition to a hosting annual conferences, GSSF has published a journal with relevant articles, and also co-sponsored the 18th Jaina Studies Workshop on Jainism and Science (2016) at the School of Oriental and Asian Studies (SOAS) in London.
At the same time, the majority of respondents agreed (44%, n = 35) or strongly agreed (36%) that the Jain vow of nonviolence shaped their professional decision-making in a healthcare context (Figure 2 ). Figure 1. Survey question: "X informs my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources" (n = 42). This graph is a composite of three questions. (1) "Clinical experience informs my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; (2) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources"; and (3) "non-Jain legal sources such as state law and hospital policy inform my understanding of medicine/healthcare more than Jain sources".
At the same time, the majority of respondents agreed (44%, n = 35) or strongly agreed (36%) that the Jain vow of nonviolence shaped their professional decision-making in a healthcare context (Figure 2 ). These questions are just two among several that we summarize in Insistent Life to get a sense of the complex relationship between Jains professionals and Jain philosophy as it applies to their medical and healthcare outlook.
The second reason for the lack of engagement between Jainism and bioethics is methodological. Jainism, like all South Asian philosophical traditions, bears the colonial designation of being the "mystic east." Richard King, in his book Orientalism and Religion (1999) , describes the impact of orientalist portrayals of India as the "mystic east," resulting in the marginalization of its philosophical traditions, largely excising them from the history of philosophy, which now begins with the Greeks. Western philosophy is constructed as the pursuit of rational knowledge, public verifiable processes, aimed at universal principles. This construction takes places over and against the mystical, or transcendent belief of the East, whose knowledge is private and esoteric, always bound to specific geography and culture (King 1999, pp. 27-28) .
Though this intellectual history has been actively challenged, the split between religion and philosophy is entrenched in western knowledge regimes, such that Indian traditions are often relegated to religion departments or interfaith dialogues, where centuries of Vedic and non-Vedic debates over fundamental questions in philosophy are avoided entirely, to fit them into comparative religious models suited to monotheist worldviews. In his work on religion and public ethics, sociologist John Evans (2006, p. 62) asks, "Who Legitimately Speaks for Religion in Public Bioethics?" Evans describes three possible such speakers: Theologians, in which he includes scholars of religion, members or "people in the pews," and religious "authorities" This common framing marginalizes South Asian views that have no concept of Theos, or transcendent God, which includes Jainism, Buddhism, the Cārvāka materialists, theĀjīvika determinist school, and functionally, the Vedic systems of Vaiśes . ika concerned with atomism, and Mīmām . sā centered on linguistics. Additionally, Jainism lacks formal "authorities" akin to ministers or priests who speak for the tradition. Recall that the primary aim of mendicants is to renounce social participation, not explicate it. So "members" or lay Jains-whose temples have no pews-are constrained from contributing to public discourses-including bioethics-by powerful disciplinary frames of philosophy and religion that bifurcate the logic of their worldview. The third reason I propose for the lack of Jain engagement with bioethics is epistemological. Jains have a long history of adapting to social surroundings as a minority community. Jainism has always been a small community, today 5-7 million people globally, less than 1% of Indian population. Yet, its cultural impact belies its size. Olle Qvarnström attributes the growth of the Jain community during antiquity to strategies he calls "opposition and absorption" (Qvarnström 2000, pp. 117-18) . Jains opposed beliefs that undermined fundamental principles while making, what Qvarnström calls, "ideological room" for converts who retained some cultural beliefs and habits (p. 116). In this process, Jainism absorbed regional temple rituals, claimed Vedic figures such as Krishna in Jain narratives, and recast local goddesses with the Jain virtue of nonviolence (pp. 118-21) .
Opposition and absorption was expressed philosophically by an early Jain doctrine called anekāntavāda or, "doctrine of multiple-sided views." Anekāntavāda originates in the infinite valid viewpoints of each individual jīva, and develops into a formal logic to affirm contradictory views and qualities as simultaneously true (Qvarnström 2000, p. 117) . In an early canonical text, the Bhagavatī-sūtra, a student asks Mahāvīra, "Are living beings permanent or impermanent?" To which he replies that jīva is permanent in light of its substance, which is eternal, and impermanent in light of its continually changing qualities . Jains used a seven-fold formula to affirm rival views, while also showing their incompleteness, the Jain view being more complete (TS 1.34; Long 2009, pp. 141-54) . 9 Opposition and absorption sustained the Jain community throughout history, through integrating regional ideals, and securing royal patronage from kings, in order to survive the shifts of empire, whereas Buddhism had virtually disappeared from the subcontinent, by the 11th century CE.
These practices of tolerance permit modern Jains to encounter non-Jain ideas and absorb some or all of them into Jain views. Knut Auckland (2016) describes this as the "scientization and academization" of Jainism, wherein modern Jains claim the tradition's compatibility with rational institutions and scientific pursuits. I assert that we can likewise consider bioethics part of these modern expressions that Jains see reflected in their ancient ideals, such that there is little need to address the field as something truly "new."
Finally, the fourth proposed reason for the lack of Jain engagement with bioethics is sociological. A debate persists between scholars of Jain history and Jain diaspora as to what degree contemporary Jains can apply the tradition's orthodox principles to contemporary ethical issues. On the historical side, Paul Dundas warns that the ahim . sā ideal of total restraint from civic engagement "...renders [Jainism] an awkward tradition [for] ecological and social renewal" (Dundas 2002, p. 103) , while John Cort asserts that focus on ultimate liberation from the embodied world is "not very conducive to the development of a [positive] environmental ethic" (Cort 2002, p. 70) . James Laidlaw (1995, p. 153) provocatively describes ahim . sā as an "ethic of quarantine" opposed to positive advocacy.
On the other side, diaspora scholars provide a more positive picture of Jain social engagement. However, these views often describe "neo-orthodox" 10 trends among modern Jains to recast the tradition for their own secular and scientific contexts (Banks 1991) , to (re)construct an individual Jain identity suited to modernity (Shah 2014) , or to reinterpret canonical goals "away from a traditional orthodox liberation-centric ethos to a sociocentric or 'ecological' one" (Vallely 2002, p. 193) . Neither the historical/orthodox nor the diaspora/neo-orthodox analysis has identified an applied framework that one can firmly trace from the early canon to the present to engage medical bioethics while staying connected to mendicant roots.
I argue, however, that the liberalization of Jain medicine does offer an existing precedent-in the form of carefulness-as an applied mode of practice between the orthodox goal of restraint and engaged social participation, to which I will now turn.
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Anekāntavāda also describes the superior knowledge of the Tīrthaṅkaras who, having shed all deluding karma, possesses perfect perception of all contradictory truths in unison (SKS 1.6.28). 10 Banks describes the "neo-orthodox" tendency, alongside orthodox and heterodox tendencies, not as fixed groups but rather as three categories of informal belief that can overlap and shift within a given person (Banks 1991, pp. 244-57) .
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Rare Accommodations for Medicine in the Early Canon through Practices of Carefulness
The early canon has a negative view of medical care. The "canon" I am referring to includes 45 Jain texts written in Ardhamāghadhī Prākrit beginning around the third-century BCE. This list of 45 was redacted and fixed at the Council of Valabhī in the 5th-century CE 11 , and is considered "canonical" by the largerŚvetāmbara sect of Jains, who accept most or all of this list. Digambaras consider these teachings lost and identify a different later set of texts.
The earliest canonical texts are manuals of conduct for mendicants. Medicine is forbidden because: (1) it eradicates microorganisms that cause disease; and (2) many mammals, insects, yeasts, and bacteria are destroyed to produce the medicine itself, including common curatives of meat, honey, and alcohol (Stuart 2014, p. 70) . Medicine also represents a damaging attachment to the body, such that a doctor is described in the earliest text, theĀcārāṅga-sūtra, as "appearing wise" (pan . d . ita-māni), while actually being bound to the pleasures of the body, "profess[ing] to cure ...while he kills, cuts, strikes, destroys, [and] chases away [life]" (ĀS I.2.5.6). Mahāvīra exemplifies the ahim . sā ideal of restraining activity, desires, and attachments throughout these early teaching manuals. For example, he eats little, fasts often, bears extreme temperatures, tolerates attacks by insects, animals, and people, and accepts disease, injury, aging, and ultimately death without seeking medical care (ĀS I.8.3.1-13). The Niśītha-sūtra (3rd-1st cent. BCE) prohibits monks from washing or cutting into a wound which would destroy skin microorganisms (Stuart 2014, p. 70) . Disease is considered one of "22 troubles" that monks should bear (US 2.1), while mature mendicants should not seek food when ill, nor bathe, brush teeth, or protect themselves from sun (SKS 2.2.73). Medical literature (cikitsā-śruta), such asāyurveda, is described as false teaching (Sth 9.27) , and medical treatment (3.4) and medicines (3.9) are listed among the fifty-two things that are unacceptable for a devout mendicant.
Those few scholars who look at mendicant medicine emphasize its prohibition in the early Jain canon, due to the strict interpretation of ahim . sā. Twentieth-century scholar S. B. Deo, as well as contemporary scholar Mari Jyväsjärvi Stuart, both locate the acceptance of medicine in the post-canonical commentaries (bhās . ya), approximately after the 6th-century CE (Deo 1954, pp. 29-33; Stuart 2014, pp. 66-67) . 12 Phyllis Granoff, although citing one canonical example of Mahāvīra taking medicine in the canonical Bhagavatī-sūtra (BhS 15.393-394), primarily explores the curative practices in later medieval story literature (Granoff 1998a, p. 222) . Kenneth Zysk, in his two-volume analysis of medicine in Buddhist monasticism, states that Jain mendicants clearly had knowledge of illness and medical treatments, but "because of the severity of their ascetic discipline ...Jainas did not codify medicine in their monastic texts" (Zysk 1998, p. 38) .
While a system of codified medicine is not found in the Jain canon, early canonical texts do include rare examples in which medicine is allowed, challenging an interpretation of pure prohibition. The Uttarādhyayana-sūtra, for instance, said to contain portions of Mahāvīra's last sermon, describes a "true monk" as one who foregoes medical care (US 15.8), bears disease (21.18), and "should not long for medical treatment ... [but] search for the welfare of his soul (2.33). Yet, the same text implicitly recognizes that not all monks are capable of this level of restrained ahim . sā, stating that a monk cannot practice the vows if sick (11.3), that mendicants should share their food with fellow monks who are ill (15.12), and are permitted to seek food to treat their own illness if needed (26.33). Another canonical texts instructs monks to "carefully attend [to] a sick brother" (SKS 1.3.3.20) , while another commends mendicants to "neither be pleased with nor prohibit" therapeutic activities that another person may offer to them, including treating sore feet and joints, removing splinters, washing wounds, cutting an abscess, removing lice, or bathing (ĀS II.13). A sick monk may vow to accept medical help from fellow mendicants who offer it freely, and to help others who are sick without being asked; others may vow not to give or receive aid when sick; both vows are acceptable, so long as one strives to fulfill the particular vow they make (ĀS I.7.5.2-4). These practices are permitted for a diverse community of monks-whose ahim . sā restraints are of the "low, high, and highest degree" (ĀS I.4.4.1)-who yet retain membership in the community so long as they remain oriented toward the ahim . sā ideal through practices of "carefulness."
Four Tools of Carefulness
Carefulness (Skt: apramatta; Pkt: apammate) is a frequent, under-theorized term found in canonical texts that provides a path of applied practice for mendicants who fall short of the ahim . sā ideal. For this essay, I am primarily using examples from the earliest canonical text, theĀcārāṅga-sūtra.
Carefulness is juxtaposed with its opposite-carelessness (Skt: pramatta; Pkt: pamatte)-the common failing attributed to monks who have lost sight of ahim . sā. Pramatta is a past passive participle from the Sanskrit root mad, which means careless, heedless, negligent, inattentive, forgetful, etc. As Mahāvīra states, "Those who are careless (Pkt: pamatte) are outside [religion] ; if careful (apamatte), one will always conquer" (ĀS I.4.1.3). At the same time, "Those who are afflicted and careless (pamattā) will be instructed" (ĀS I.4.2.2), and one assumes, not cast out. Canonical texts repeatedly describe distinct practices of carefulness by which one strives toward the ahim . sā ideal. From these repeated practices, I deduce four "tools of carefulness" that shape canonical accommodations of medicine and its later post-canonical acceptance. These four tools offer a framework of applied ethics that can be traced from the earliest canon up to the present, enabling a distinctly Jain approach to bioethical engagement.
Tool 1: Carefulness requires right worldview of karmic entanglement with infinite living beings, visible and invisible, who, as theĀcārāṅga-sūtra states, are "fond of life, hate pain, . . . [and] long to live" (ĀS I.2.3.4). There is no empty space in the Jain universe and no population that is naturally killable without cost to self and others. As the text cautions, " [One] should never be careless (Pkt: n . a u pamāye), knowing pain and pleasure in their various forms" (ĀS I.5.2.2). A careless mendicant forgets the multiplicity of lives and fails to consider their desire to live. One who is careful anticipates both.
Tool 2: Carefulness is enacted through control of three means of mind (mano-gupti), speech (vāg-gupti), and body (kāya-gupti). This karmically-damaging trio appears throughout canonical texts as an exhortation for mendicants to identify mental desires and aversions that drive behavior, one-sided speech, and physical actions oblivious to effects on jīvas. 13 Neglecting the three guptis results in the rise of (kas .ā yas) of anger, ego, deceit, and greed, distancing one further from the ahim . sā ideal.
Tool 3: Carefulness is employed through three methods. Directly doing (kr . ta), indirectly causing others to do (kārita), or approving of others doing (anumodana). These three methods recur ubiquitously in canonical texts, as in the Sūtrakr . tānga-sūtra: "If [one] kills living beings, or causes others to kill them, or consents to their killing them, [their] iniquity will go on increasing" (SKS 1.1.1.3). 14 Tool 4: Carefulness requires continuous efforts to increase awareness and reduce harm. Even disciplined mendicants may harm living beings. If this happens, the early canon states that the person will receive the karmic cost only in this lifetime rather than the future; but if the act was due to carelessness, "he should repent of it and do penance... [One] who knows the sacred [teaching], recommends penance combined with carefulness" (Pkt: appamāen . a) (ĀS I.5.4.3). 15
The Acceptance of Medicine in the Post-Canonical Period if Done Carefully
By the post-canonical period carelessness is formalized as synonymous with violence. The author Umāsvāti states in the Tattvārtha-sūtra, a 2nd-5th century CE text considered authoritative by all Jain sects, that "taking life away out of careless action [pramatta-yogāt] is violence" (TS 7.8). His Digambara contemporary Kundakunda asserts in the Pravacanasāra, "Careless [Skt: pramāda] action ... is the cause of him . sā to the [mendicant]" (PS 3.16) .
This formal link between violence and carelessness enables a liberalization in Jain medicine that scholars do note, wherein medicine, if it is done carefully, is no longer equated with violence. Stuart attributes the liberalization to Jain mendicants needing to compete with rival groups for members, and the need to keep the lay community satisfied by producing monks and nuns healthy enough to perform austerities (Stuart 2014, pp. 66-67) . Granoff (1998b, pp. 286-87) attributes the liberalization to a shifting view of disease from a natural effect of karma that must be lived out to certain diseases being amenable to treatment. In addition to these various reasons, I suggest the acceptance of medicine evolves from an accommodation already present in the early canon through carefulness.
Consequently, the 6th-century CE commentary Br . hatkalpa-bhās . ya attributed to theŚvetāmbara author Saṅghadāsa, describes eight kinds of doctors of whom two are Jain mendicants (Stuart 2014, p. 82) . Monks and nuns can seek a lay Jain physician for free care (Granoff 2013, pp. 232-35) and ordain a person with a "third-sex" gender (pan . d . aka)-who was previously prohibited taking vows-if that person was a doctor (Stuart 2014, p. 83) . Jains also began writing their ownāyurvedic medical texts, although only two of these are surviving: the Tandulaveyāliya (post-7th-cent. CE; "Reflection on Rice Grains") 16 and the 9th-century Kalyān . akāraka ("What Brings Goodness") by the Digambara sage Ugrāditya. The latter describes physicians as "great healers" (uttamā bhis . ak) (Patil et al. 2015, p. 145) and lists several Jain medical sages (Jain 1950, p. 129) . These manuals are in conversation with the classicalāyurvedic treatises, such as the Caraka-and Suśruta-sam . hitās, but add their own Jain twist by removing three forbidden foods (vikr . ti) of honey, alcohol, and meat from the accepted list of medicines, a change that percolates into the widerāyurvedic tradition. In the centuries following, Hemacandra, the 11th-centuryŚvetāmbara scholar, claimed that the touch and bodily fluids of a Jain monk could function as medicine (YŚ i.8) and that carefully cutting flesh (chavi-cheda) to treat an ailment was acceptable, though mutilating prisoners, enemies, trees, animals or minute organisms was still a violation, (YŚ iii.90, iii.114; Williams 1991, p. 68) .
Similar accommodations exist outside the medicine wherein a lay Jain can tie a rope to a bull with care and not commit the violation of keeping captive, or instruct one's immediate family to restrain or castrate animals if essential for a layman's duty and not commit a violation of beating or cutting (YŚ iii.76). Such actions still result in harm, but if done with care, they do not accrue the same negative karma to oneself.Śvetāmbara texts from the 14th century onwards list medicine as one of the seven acceptable lay occupations (upāyas), although Digambars do not include medicine on their list (Williams 1991, pp. 121-22) . 17 Formal practices of carefulness apply differently to mendicants and lay Jains. Mendicants, undertake eleven more rules of carefulness to make their vows concrete in their context. Five rules (samiti 18 ) ensure attention in walking, speaking, drinking/eating, moving objects, and excreting 16 See https://www.soas.ac.uk/ijjs/ (Caillat 2018) . 17 Williams provides theŚvetāmbara list in a hierarchy of desirability as: trade, practice of medicine, agriculture, artisanal crafts, animal husbandry, service of a ruler, and begging. The Digambara list includes: trade, clerical occupations, agriculture, artisanal crafts, and military occupations (Williams 1991, p. 122) . 18 Samiti is a -ti suffix noun formed from the prefix sam + verbal root √ i (to go, come, continue, etc.), often referring to a "coming together" such as an association, council, group, etc. However, in the Jain tradition samiti refers to a series of five supportive rules that mendicants strive to adhere to as a supplement to the five "great vows" taken at ordination (mahā-vratas). Akin to apramatta, samiti vows require extreme care in: (1) walking (i), (2) speaking (bhās .ā -samiti), (3) accepting alms (es . an .ā -samiti), (4) picking items up and setting items down (ādāna-niks . epan . a-samiti), and (5) performing excretory functions (utsarga-samiti).
when other jīvas may be affected. Six obligatory practices (āvaśyaka) sharpen perception through meditation, repentance, and fasting, among other activities. Lay Jains have seven optional rules of carefulness-three gun . a-vratas and fourśiks . a-vratas-to avoid social and occupational excesses, to feed mendicants with the lowest karmic cost, and other disciplines of study, meditation, or fasting from food, purchasing, or speaking for a set time (Williams 1991, pp. 55-172) .
Mendicants avoid harm even toward invisible one-sense life forms (sūks . ma-him . sā), explaining the visible mendicant austerities mentioned earlier, while lay Jains are obligated to forego violence toward visible insects, birds, and mammals with two or more senses who can be seen with attention (sthūla-him . sā) (Williams 1991, pp. 65-66) .
The 10th-century text on Jain karma, the Gommat . asāra Jīvakān . d . a by the Digambara philosopher Nemicandra, describes fourteen stages of karmic progression (gun . asthānas) in light of carefulness. Jīvas in the first stage-of any kind of organism-are cloaked with heavy karma, wrong view of reality (mithyā-darśana), and uncontrolled desires that harm self and others. The fourth stage signifies the attainment of right worldview (samyak-darśana); while one can still slide back into delusion after reaching this stage, liberation is guaranteed at some future time. In the fifth stage, lay people can take the small, partial vows, which is the highest stage a lay person can achieve. In the sixth stage, mendicants take the great vows but adhere to them carelessly, called the "carelessness stage" (pramatta-virata); in the seventh stage, mendicants observe the vows carefully-apramatta-virata (Wiley 2009, pp. 243-44; Glasenapp 1942, p. 68) , enabling them to continue on toward the ultimate goal of shedding all karma, and eventual liberation, or moks . a, in the fourteenth stage, though this may take hundreds of thousands of lifetimes. 19 Carefulness versus "Intention" These views of carefulness may lead one to assume that if the intention is to heal or make a living, then any act is permissible. But carefulness is distinct from intention (Pāli and Skt: cetanā), a common Buddhist notion that medieval Jain philosophers rejected as heretical. Granoff (1992, pp. 33-34) describes theŚvetāmbara monkŚīlaṅka's (9th century CE) response to the following Buddhist argument: if someone mistakenly kills a baby thinking it is a gourd, Buddhists claim that one is not responsible for the death since that person did not mentally intend to kill.Śīlaṅka argues that intention must be matched with knowledge and behavior; ignorance does not excuse violence (34). Likewise, Haribhadra (7th-8th century CE) asserts in his commentary on the lay manuaĺ Srāvaka-prajñāpti 20 , that "Violence is unmindfulness," such that right action requires vigorous and active pursuit of knowledge (30). As Granoff summarizes:
The Jains argue ...that it is not possible for a person to be so ignorant and yet not guilty. His very ignorance and carelessness constitute an intent to do violence and imply correspondently his guilt. Only the Jain holy man, who has the right understanding and who is ever mindful of his acts, is truly devoid of the intention to commit violence. (Granoff 1992, p. 32) In spite of these different interpretations, carefulness is also an important concept in Buddhism (Pāli: appamāda). Some sources say that Buddha's final words to his community on his deathbed contained an appeal to carefulness, "... [D] ecay is inherent in all things; strive on with heedfulness (appamādena)" (Buswell and Lopez 2014, p. 660 ). The Buddha is also recorded saying that appamāda, or carefulness, is the only thing attainable in this world that would have value in the next (Saddhatissa 1997, p. 109). The Buddhist concept of carefulness appears to reflect the tradition's emphasis on the role of mental intention in action, whereas the Jain concept of carefulness emerges from the ongoing pursuit of knowledge of jīva, karma, and other living beings, which is ultimately expressed in right physical action.
In sum, the Jain view of carefulness-apramatta-requires applied tools beyond mere mental intention that keep one concretely oriented toward ahim . sā, even if imperfectly practiced: (1) right view of living beings through multiple viewpoints; (2) an analysis of desires and aversions that motivate mind, speech, and bodily action; (3) attention to direct and indirect harms; and (4) an attempt to minimize harm within one's given context. If harms occur within this disciplined sphere of carefulness, it accrues much less, or no, negative karma.
Reproductive Bioethics and a Jain Ethics of Carefulness
Today, Jains are firmly entrenched in modern medicine. Though less than 1% of the Indian population, the National Health Portal of India lists over 200 Jain-sponsored hospitals and clinics in India. 21 There are at least 25 Jain medical colleges, and the Jain Medical Doctors Association of India has a partial directory of 20,000 Jain physicians. Jain medical professionals are also a visible part of the global diaspora. For instance, many Jains came to the United States through the 1965 Immigration Act, which favored those with advanced training in science, engineering, and medicine, so U.S. Jains-an estimated 100,000 live in the U.S.-have high representation in medical fields. As part of the research for our book Insistent Life: Foundations for Bioethics in Jainism (Donaldson and Bajželj 2019) , in 2017, my co-author Ana Bajželj and I designed and conducted an online survey of Jain medical professionals, including medical residents, emergency surgeons, and pharmacists, among many others. The survey included one hundred and thirty multiple-choice and open-ended questions, with responses from 35-48 individuals per question. The gender breakdown was female (40%) and male (60%), and participants' ages extended from the 18-23 year range (8%, n = 48) to the 80-89 year range (4%), with respondents in every decade in between. The survey reveals a community of medical professionals bound both to Jain values-which we gauged through a series of questions related to Jain education, temple involvement, and community leadership-and secular medical principles-which we gauged through questions exploring sources of authority. Although a majority of respondents were born in India (58%, n = 48), most were presently living outside the subcontinent (92%) without access to mendicant guidance.
In this section, I will explore a sampling of Jain attitudes toward reproductive ethics in light of the above analysis of carefulness. While these findings cannot be generalized to the Jain community at large, nor are the findings compared to other religious groups, they do present the first systematic attempt to identify views that Jain medical and healthcare professionals hold regarding contemporary bioethical issues, such as abortion and in vitro fertilization. These views provide a foundational starting point to evaluate how the Jain tradition might contribute to modern discourses between religion and bioethics, through the lens of a Jain "ethics of carefulness." Readers are invited to explore the full research when it is published in the Insistent Life manuscript in late 2019.
In keeping with the Jain concept of rebirth, a significant minority of respondents felt that life did not begin or end (22%, n = 36), while others privileged positions of philosophical bioethics that place the beginning of life at conception (50%), or implantation (8%) (Figure 3) . No participants selected quickening (fetal movement) or viability (when the fetus can survive outside the womb with support). There is also a degree of ambivalence (17%), suggesting that the question of beginning is not all important to ethical action in Jainism.
In keeping with the Jain concept of rebirth, a significant minority of respondents felt that life did not begin or end (22%, n = 36), while others privileged positions of philosophical bioethics that place the beginning of life at conception (50%), or implantation (8%) (Figure 3) . No participants selected quickening (fetal movement) or viability (when the fetus can survive outside the womb with support). There is also a degree of ambivalence (17%), suggesting that the question of beginning is not all important to ethical action in Jainism. Contemporary bioethics also endeavors to discern the point of legal or moral personhood for fetal life. A simple chart of these contemporary positions might look like as follows (Figure 4) . Unlike this polarity of views, the Jain view of anekāntavāda describes the embryo as having contradictory features simultaneously. In the Bhagavatī-sūtra, a student asks Mahāvīra if "An embryo entering in the womb-is it with or without sense organs?"; he answers, "To some extent (it is) with sense organs [referring to the subjective perception of jīva and an embryo's single-sense of touch], and to some extent without them [lacking the objective sense organs of eyes, ears, hands, etc.]," (BhS 1.4.241-242). The embryo changes continuously, like all entities, though the jīva is always present, regardless of legal standing or even visibility.
In 2013, the current Bhaṭṭāraka Cārukīrti (bhaṭṭāraka is a title for a small class of celibate clerics in the Digambara tradition of South India) offered a rare interview on bioethical issues including abortion. He states the orthodox view that abortion forces a jīva to be reborn when the goal is to break out of the cycle of rebirth (Sarma 2013 ). If we know we kill jīvas with each breath, he asks, how can one kill a fetus? He states that thinking about killing brings negative karma, but acting toward abortion and actually doing it, or having someone else do it, invites the worst karmic cost, even if the aim is to save the mother.
Yet the Bhaṭṭāraka does not condemn abortion nor does he describe social or institutional consequences for those involved. Like all actions in a karmic system, if a woman seeks an abortion, she and everyone involved will take the "penalty of karma" as all beings do for the harms they cause (Sarma 2013) . The cleric maintains the ahiṃsā ideal of restraint even as he recognizes that lay Jains, and some mendicants, will lack the capacity to pursue that ideal fully in every moment.
The majority of Jain medical professionals in our survey felt that abortion was a form of violence, but, over a third of respondents either disagreed, were unsure, or selected "Other," providing the following responses beyond mere ahiṃsā restraint.
• "[It] depends on strong medical reason [such as the] mother's health and her life" Unlike this polarity of views, the Jain view of anekāntavāda describes the embryo as having contradictory features simultaneously. In the Bhagavatī-sūtra, a student asks Mahāvīra if "An embryo entering in the womb-is it with or without sense organs?"; he answers, "To some extent (it is) with sense organs [referring to the subjective perception of jīva and an embryo's single-sense of touch], and to some extent without them [lacking the objective sense organs of eyes, ears, hands, etc.]," (BhS 1.4.241-242). The embryo changes continuously, like all entities, though the jīva is always present, regardless of legal standing or even visibility.
In 2013, the current Bhat . t .ā raka Cārukīrti (bhat . t .ā raka is a title for a small class of celibate clerics in the Digambara tradition of South India) offered a rare interview on bioethical issues including abortion. He states the orthodox view that abortion forces a jīva to be reborn when the goal is to break out of the cycle of rebirth (Sarma 2013 ). If we know we kill jīvas with each breath, he asks, how can one kill a fetus? He states that thinking about killing brings negative karma, but acting toward abortion and actually doing it, or having someone else do it, invites the worst karmic cost, even if the aim is to save the mother.
Yet the Bhat . t .ā raka does not condemn abortion nor does he describe social or institutional consequences for those involved. Like all actions in a karmic system, if a woman seeks an abortion, she and everyone involved will take the "penalty of karma" as all beings do for the harms they cause (Sarma 2013) . The cleric maintains the ahim . sā ideal of restraint even as he recognizes that lay Jains, and some mendicants, will lack the capacity to pursue that ideal fully in every moment.
The majority of Jain medical professionals in our survey felt that abortion was a form of violence, but, over a third of respondents either disagreed, were unsure, or selected "Other," providing the following responses beyond mere ahim . sā restraint.
• "[It] depends on strong medical reason [such as the] mother's health and her life"
epends upon why abortion has to be done" • "It is [a form of violence], but it needs to be taken on a case by case basis" • "[I]f you are saving the life of the mother it should be okay. I would rather discourage the need for abortion."
Participants provided greater insight into their views when asked to review a series of statements related to abortion and choose all that apply. Those statements selected by the most respondents were: (1) abortion can be justified only when needed to save the life of the mother (58%, n = 36); (2) if the child may have genetic or physical anomalies that could lead to a life of suffering or early death (56%); or (3) "when a woman feels she cannot emotionally or financially take the burden of another child" (28%) ( Figure 5 ). No respondents felt that abortion could be justified when the child was an undesirable gender (0%), although census numbers show that some Jain communities in India do have gender disparities though usually lower than the surrounding culture, which we discuss in the book. Smaller minorities affirmed that "abortion can be justified at any stage prior to birth" (5%, n = 36), and "abortion can never be justified" (11%). No respondents felt that "abortion can be justified by the mother for any reason whatsoever" (0%).
At the same time, many respondents felt that "providing abortion services and counseling is an important healthcare service" (28%, n = 36), and that "greater education on abortion and abortion laws among healthcare professionals is needed to reduce stigma and increase safety and accessibility to abortive services" (22%). A similar percentage felt there were too many obstacles for women seeking abortion (20%), while a tiny minority believed "there should be additional regulations" (3%) (Figure 3 ).
These answers do not explicitly suggest that respondents are overtly employing tools of carefulness, but they are certainly not applying a flat restraint of ahim . sā. Aspects of each tool of carefulness-reflecting on life forms of mother, clinician, and fetus, as well as mixed motivations, direct/indirect injury, and reducing harm, including future harm-are present in the responses. These responses suggest that the four applied tools of carefulness might provide a formal Jain framework for bioethical discourse, within and beyond the Jain community, which directly connects to the orthodox canon. As bioethicist and theologian Lisa Cahill (2006, p. 37) insists, universal language is not required for the bioethics and religion discourse, since secular society is far from neutral; ideals need only be non-dogmatic. A Jain ethics of carefulness permits Jains to maintain their commitment to karmic causality and to the ideal of ahim . sā while using four applied tools to ask rigorous philosophical questions relevant to Jains and non-Jains.
The Bhat . t .ā raka also indirectly appeals to the applied tools of carefulness when he states, for example, "The Jain answer is not about killing, dying, birth [or] abortion. It is about understanding the karmic consequences of one's actions. If you want to [harm] someone and you ask someone else to do it, you are still responsible for the [harm]" (Sarma 2013) . He further inquires, if our desire for sex leads us to consider killing a nascent life, or having someone else kill for us, might be a different desire that lead us to kill a person or an animal? These questions reveal how an ethics of carefulness exceeds any single issue of life's beginning, personhood, and any single normative ethical approach. Rather, the Bhat . t .ā raka draws attention to the karmic costs of existence, the role of indirect harms, and a reflection on the link between desires, aversions, and harm.
I conclude with a brief examination of in vitro fertilization (IVF), a reproductive technology (ART) introduced in the 1970s to treat infertility in women and men who cannot conceive in the womb. In IVF, a woman typically undertakes hormone injections to over-produce eggs that are then removed and fertilized with sperm in glass, or "in vitro." The fertilized eggs develop to the blastocyst stage (5-6 days), where nascent embryos are evaluated for quality before one or more are transferred into the mother's uterus in hopes of implantation.
seeking abortion (20%), while a tiny minority believed "there should be additional regulations" (3%) (Figure 3) . These answers do not explicitly suggest that these respondents are overtly employing tools of carefulness, but they are certainly not applying a flat restraint of ahiṃsā. Aspects of each tool of carefulness-reflecting on life forms of mother, clinician, and fetus, as well as mixed motivations, direct/indirect injury, and reducing harm, including future harm-are present in the responses. These responses suggest that the four applied tools of carefulness might provide a formal Jain framework for bioethical discourse, within and beyond the Jain community, which directly connects to the orthodox canon. As bioethicist and theologian Lisa Cahill (2006, p. 37) insists, universal language is not required for the bioethics and religion discourse, since secular society is far from neutral; ideals need only be non-dogmatic. A Jain ethics of carefulness permits Jains to maintain their commitment to karmic causality and to the ideal of ahiṃsā while using four applied tools to ask rigorous philosophical questions relevant to Jains and non-Jains. The Bhaṭṭāraka also indirectly appeals to the applied tools of carefulness when he states, for example, "The Jain answer is not about killing, dying, birth [or] abortion. It is about understanding the karmic consequences of one's actions. If you want to [harm] someone and you ask someone else to do it, you are still responsible for the [harm]" (Sarma 2013) . He further inquires, if our desire for sex leads us to consider killing a nascent life, or having someone else kill for us, might be a different desire that lead us to kill a person or an animal? These questions reveal how an ethics of carefulness exceeds any single issue of life's beginning, personhood, and any single normative ethical approach. Rather, the Bhaṭṭāraka draws attention to the karmic costs of existence, the role of indirect harms, and a reflection on the link between desire and harm. In his brief summary of Jain bioethics, Jain physician D. K. Bobra states that Jainism is indifferent to the method of procreation but more concerned that "children are the cause of attachments and aversions leading to [the] influx of karmas" (Bobra 2008) . When presented with the survey statement, "I feel that humans have an ethical responsibility to control the human population by having fewer children" (n = 36), the majority of Jain medical professionals answered affirmatively (61%) (Figure 6 ). Likewise, The Jain Declaration on Nature-a document Jains presented to Prince Philip at Buckingham Palace in 1990-states that lay Jains "must not procreate indiscriminately lest they overburden the universe or its resources" (Singhvi 2002, pp. 223-24) , demonstrating a concern for lives beyond one's immediate desires or family unit. I conclude with a brief examination of in vitro fertilization (IVF), a reproductive technology (ART) introduced in the 1970s 22 to treat infertility in women and men who cannot conceive in the womb. In IVF, a woman typically undertakes hormone injections to over-produce eggs that are then removed and fertilized with sperm in glass, or "in vitro." The fertilized eggs develop to the blastocyst stage (5-6 days), where nascent embryos are evaluated for quality before one or more are transferred into the mother's uterus in hopes of implantation.
In his brief summary of Jain bioethics, Jain physician D. K. Bobra states that Jainism is indifferent to the method of procreation but more concerned that "children are the cause of attachments and aversions leading to [the] influx of karmas" (Bobra 2008) . When presented with the survey statement, "I feel that humans have an ethical responsibility to control the human population by having fewer children" (n = 36), the majority of Jain medical professionals answered affirmatively (61%) (Figure 6 ). Likewise, The Jain Declaration on Nature-a document Jains presented to Prince Philip at Buckingham Palace in 1990-states that lay Jains "must not procreate indiscriminately lest they overburden the universe or its resources" (Singhvi 2002, pp. 223-24) , demonstrating a concern for lives beyond one's immediate desires or family unit. Still, we do find instances in Jain literature when lay people benefit from reproductive creativity. The early Śvetāmbara text, the Kalpa-sūtra, actually describes the embryo of Mahāvīra transferred to the womb of another mother (KS 2.26-30). Jain medical texts also detail the ideal time for sex and foods to enhance virility. Yet nearly all birth stories, including those of the Tīrthaṅkaras, result in a Still, we do find instances in Jain literature when lay people benefit from reproductive creativity. The earlyŚvetāmbara text, the Kalpa-sūtra, actually describes the embryo of Mahāvīra transferred to the womb of another mother (KS 2.26-30). Jain medical texts also detail the ideal time for sex and foods to enhance virility. Yet nearly all birth stories, including those of the Tīrthaṅkaras, result in a child foregoing the bonds of marriage and parenthood to pursue the path of liberation.
Many contemporary lay Jain women feel that childbearing is crucial to their identity. In Whitney Kelting's analysis of Jain wifehood in Maharastra, she found that many women feared infertility. Children offer emotional support, social status, and economic security in their later years (Kelting 2009, pp. 69-70) . In communities where women join their husband's household, a woman's first child-especially a son-"mark[s] their full participation in their husband's lineage" (p. 70). Conversely, Manisha Sethi's research on Jain nuns revealed that many female mendicants valued their freedom from maternal roles (vairāgya) as "superior to and more fulfilling than anything that [householder] women were capable of achieving in marriage and family" (Sethi 2012, pp. 38-39) . 23 Feminist ethicist Susan Sherwin highlights a similar tension in philosophical bioethics between family and freedom, when she challenges the claim that IVF expands women's reproductive independence. She points to social arrangements and values that drive women to take on the burden and risks of IVF, including women's lack of access to meaningful jobs, a dearth of close friendships with men and women that necessitate intimacy with "one's own" child, and persistent views that childbearing is a woman's greatest purpose (Sherwin 2011, pp. 548-49) . Likewise, a Jain ethics of carefulness that explores desires and motivations might examine social structures and expectations that shape ideals of motherhood and marriage, alongside conflicting goals of individual development and the aims of family and partnership.
The majority of Jain medical professionals in our survey supported most assisted reproductive technologies, such as IVF (69%, n = 36), egg donation (58%), sperm donation (58%), and surrogate mothers (53%). A significant minority believed "none of the above" treatments was acceptable (17%), while others felt adoption was preferable (22%) (Figure 7 ). Feminist ethicist Susan Sherwin highlights a similar tension in philosophical bioethics between family and freedom, when she challenges the claim that IVF expands women's reproductive independence. She points to social arrangements and values that drive women to take on the burden and risks of IVF, including women's lack of access to meaningful jobs, a dearth of close friendships with men and women that necessitate intimacy with "one's own" child, and persistent views that childbearing is a woman's greatest purpose (Sherwin 2011, pp. 548-49) . Likewise, a Jain ethics of carefulness that explores desires and motivations might examine social structures and expectations that shape ideals of motherhood and marriage, alongside conflicting goals of individual development and the aims of family and partnership.
The majority of Jain medical professionals in our survey supported most assisted reproductive technologies, such as IVF (69%, n = 36), egg donation (58%), sperm donation (58%), and surrogate mothers (53%). A significant minority believed "none of the above" treatments was acceptable (17%), while others felt adoption was preferable (22%) (Figure 7 ). Bobra illuminates other collateral costs within IVF that might factor into an ethics of carefulness, including the exploitation of low-income egg donors or surrogate mothers who risk their bodies for financial stability, as well as sperm donors who might produce children they never know (Bobra 2008) . Moreover, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control shows only 25% of all IVF cycles in 2016 resulted in live births (ART Success Rate 2016). 24 Beyond failed pregnancies, excess embryos produced during IVF pose persistent questions of whether to destroy them, freeze them, or use them for embryonic stem cell research. Multi-fetal pregnancies are also more common with IVF 25 and "selective fetal reduction" surgeries to remove excess or diseased fetuses remain a little-discussed cost of IVF treatment (Kulkarni 2013) . One Jain author points out that IVF-even among Jainsappears to create life; however, access to pre-implantation selection disguises the destruction of Bobra illuminates other collateral costs within IVF that might factor into an ethics of carefulness, including the exploitation of low-income egg donors or surrogate mothers who risk their bodies for financial stability, as well as sperm donors who might produce children they never know (Bobra 2008) . Moreover, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control shows only 25% of all IVF cycles in 2016 resulted in live births (ART Success Rate 2016). Beyond failed pregnancies, excess embryos produced during IVF pose persistent questions of whether to destroy them, freeze them, or use them for embryonic stem cell research. Multi-fetal pregnancies are also more common with IVF 25 and "selective fetal reduction" surgeries to remove excess or diseased fetuses remain a little-discussed cost of IVF treatment (Kulkarni 2013) . One Jain author points out that IVF-even among Jains-appears to create life; however, access to pre-implantation selection disguises the destruction of embryos that are not "aborted" but, rather, "selectively transferred" based on viability, gender, or disease (Patel 2014, p. 243) . A Jain ethics of carefulness could bring these unseen costs to the fore in bioethical debates, among Jains and non-Jains, along with the fact that physical and emotional desires, maternal norms, social pressures, and new biotechnologies lead to myriad relations of responsibility, from which we are not easily freed.
Conclusions
Although Jainism has been largely absent from bioethical discourses, its rich account of life, nonviolence, and contextual ethical response has much to offer in the discussion within and beyond the Jain community. Apramatta, or an ethics of carefulness, provides a rigorous applied framework rooted in the mendicant commitment to the restraints of ahim . sā. The tools of carefulness require an orientation to ahim . sā while making "ideological room" for the liberalization of medicine, so long as the action reflects a careful account of: (1) diverse living beings through multiple viewpoints; (2) motivations and aversions of thought, speech, and action; (3) harms we do directly, and those we require others to do on our behalf, or approve of through purchasing, silence, self-interest, institutional pressures, convenience, or inertia; as well as (4) continuous attempts to dial back harm in our given context. Although Jain medical and healthcare professionals offer a range of responses to ethical dilemmas in reproduction, examples of the above tools can be found within their survey responses, suggesting that a Jain ethics of carefulness might provide a lens for modern discourses between religion and bioethics. Ultimately, in a universe in which life itself has a cost, a Jain ethics of carefulness provides tangible tools for individuals and institutions, to seriously reflect on these costs to self and others, and seek out alternate modes of thought and action that actively reduce these harms whenever possible.
